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Launch of “VOCE” – USB Condenser Microphone  
The all-in-one sound recording kit optimized for podcasts and live streams  

 
 

HONG KONG, 13 November 2020 
 
Tech innovator GELID Solutions unveils the latest USB condenser microphone kit for live streams,              
podcasts and video narrations. The VOCE is a product of GELID Solutions LIFESTYLE product line. 
 
The VOCE provides the all-in-one sound recording solution to stream your stories online, create audio               
artworks and voice your podcasts and video narrations in the most engaging way. It comes with a set                  
of professional accessories spanning the flexible boom arm, pop filter and foam windscreen, and              
offers USB Plug&Play connectivity that allows you to put the microphone in work and start high-quality                
recordings just in seconds. For superb and clear sound pickup, the VOCE is equipped with the 16mm                 
condenser capsule featuring cardioid polar pattern to suppress any noise from behind the             
microphone. Thanks to its precision electronic circuit, the VOCE also boasts high sensitivity, high              
signal-to-noise ratio and wide frequency response in the range 20Hz to 20kHz effectively eliminating              
crossover and harmonic distortions.The sampling rate 16bit/48kHz is optimized for voice capture and             
delivers universal compatibility with most audio applications on desktops, laptops and smartphones.            
Additionally, the sturdy all-metallic build ads to comprehensive protection of the microphone core and              
guarantees reliable acoustic input and durable operation.  
 
“VOCE is super simple and easy to start with. It gives exceptional sound quality, and thanks to its                  
plug&play nature, you don't have to be an engineer to enjoy your streams. You can push your energy                  
into the content, not the recording setup”, said Gebhard Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions               
Ltd.  
 
The VOCE is available now and has a MSRP of USD 53.99  or Euro 45.99. 
 
 
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.  
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com 
 
 
Press Contact: Mr. VC Tran: vc.tran@gelidsolutions.com, +852 8125 7538  
 
 
 
About GELID Solutions Ltd 
 
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and               
manufactures thermal solutions, computer hardware and lifestyle products for IT professionals,           
gamers and gadget lovers. www.gelidsolutions.com 
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